Workplace
Lockers
Inevitably, what we know today is going to change — so
planning for even six months from now will be a challenge.
This is the exact reason you need solutions that are flexible
and adaptable. And, why smart workplace lockers can help
enable your return to work strategy.

Navigating the COVID-19 pandemic
and its aftermath will be one of the
biggest business challenges of our
time. How do you plan for a safe
return to work?
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Flexibility & Agility
Companies are looking at shifting to a hybrid model. This means that
companies need to be ready for the inevitable changes that will come
their way, requiring the ability to adapt and respond quickly. Solutions
and technology that enable this strategy will prove successful, such
as smart lockers. Workplace smart lockers that allow the ability
to change your locks from assigned, to unassigned and even add
delivery (or exchange of goods) capabilities with a click of a button.

WATCH THE VIDEO

Workplace
Lockers
Social Distant Lockers

Lockers with Data

Administratively manage the lockers to create space
between locker columns to help aid in social distancing
throughout the office.

Administratively have full control and visibility of all
lockers throughout your building(s). Smart locker
software allows for easy usage reporting, audit trail
that can help aid in contact tracing and management
of each locker on the floor, multiple floors and even
multiple buildings.

Smart Building Integration
Many companies are moving to using a smart building apps
or smart workplace apps, providing their employees with
seamless, frictionless experiences. In addition to reserving a
desk for the day, reseserve the locker using the same app.

Locks So Smart They Know
When They Need Cleaning
Locks can be configured so that when in an unassigned setting and is
done being used by someone, regardless of the time of day, that locker
can automatically become inaccessible until the cleaning staff has had
the opportunity to clean and disinfect the locker. Once cleaned the
locker becomes accessible for use again.

WATCH THE VIDEO

